SUMMARY. The objective function of problem of optimal structure design can be choosen differently. For example the objective function can be the weight, the net cost, the regular resistance, the regular reliability, an so on.
§1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now the problem of optimal structure design has been paid attention by many authors [1, 2, 3, ... 1 According to the goal the problem is aimed at, the objective function is choosen differently. It's well known that the different structural components or the different parts of a single contruction are generally made of different sorts 6£ materials, having different load conditions, suffering from different erosion environment, etc.
Therfore these components or parts have their resistance capacity decreasing upon the time with different laws and different intensities. As a result, the lifetime (the untilisation time) of the structural components will not be the same. To get security in the exploitation one has recourse to the way replacing or strengthening.
It is regrettable, however, that some parts of a construction can not be replaceable or their repla.cing are too expensive, moreover the resulted stoppage of exploitation is unacceptable by the manager, because of heavy economic loss. Thiss gives 'rise to the problem of designing different parts of a construction, which have the same or likely the same lifetime. These are called constructions with regular lifetime. The problem of regular lifetime is a class of optimization problems. Here the lifetime means the time within it the exploitation of the construction is according to a. given reliability.
The criterion of regular lifetime is like that of regular resistance [4] . However the regular resistance problem considers only at the initial moment (the moment of the design), while the regular lifetime problem also takes into account other factors, intervening during the process of exploitation, like the erosion, the fatigue, and others.
In this article the erosion laws of irons, the low of stiffness decreasing of brick stone are not studied. It is assumed that, owning to the results of observation and measurement data, these laws, depending upon the time, are allready established [5] . Our problem is, these laws being given, to st.udy the optimal structure design subjected to regular lifetime criterion.
It is noteworthy that, if the construction includes parts, not expensive, replaceable easily without breaking the exploitation, then these parts need not be considered in the problem. In this case one is concerned with the problem of optimol structure design subjected to the criterion of regular lifetime for a part of the elements. The setting up and solving of both problems are the like.
In this article the author sets up the problem of optimal design subjected to regular lifetime Like in [5J, K can here, for example, be the form
where Ko = {K} 0 l} is the characteristic vector of the initial resistance capacity (at the design moment) J t -the time, r -the vector of experimental constants.
Note that K 0 is vector -function of the design parameters h
The law (2.1) are built up from the experimental data, with a statistical treatment by the method of least squares. Whenever the dates are not yet enough to define (2.1) one seeks for a reasonable way of completion or one advances a prevision law for the purpose of designing [5] .
Determination of the initial resistance capacity
With a give T and for a concrete sort of materials one relies on the limite state of norms to define the criterial resistance capacity Klimit, Kilimit characterizes the minimal permissible resistance capacity (at the end of the exploitation period ofT years); it corresponds to a determined reliability, and so on it depends upon the degree of importance of the construction.
From T and Kumit• one shall be able to determine Ko. The methods to determine K 0 vary with respect to the categries of structions one is concerned with. Once Ko is determined, the problem of optimal structure design subjected to regular lifetime condition is considered as solved. One still has to add to (3.1) the regular lifetime condition
From the system of equations· (3.1), (3.2) one has to determine if, Ko and the design parameters hj"l. Obviously with the hj 0 l determined as above one still has to verify whether the so determined iJ will satisfy standards.
Note that
In 
The method of solution
a. The general case. The problem of structural design with regular lifetime can be solved, following the procedure as illustrated in fig.1 (It is a block-scheme of the computation). It is required that whenever one changes the design parameters, there arises a new distribution of internal forces, which makes changing the lifetime of the elements or parts of the construction.
Therefore it must be used iteration process.
The essence of this iteration process is .to strengthen the parts whose the lifetimes remain lower than they had been fixed, while to relax the parts whose the lifetimes remain higher than they had been fixed. This idea was used in [3] by Y. M. Xie and G. P. Steven. This method is like that used in the approximate solution of the problem with regular resistance criterion, and in this way the solution of the problem (3.1), (3.2) is realizable.
b. The particular cases. In the case where Klimit can be choosen beforhand, the solution of the problem turns back the procedure given in fig. 2 In the case where the structure can be divided into parts and the problem can be solved successively from a part to the next one, then the results obtained in a part will serve as entrance date for the computation in the next part ( fig. 2 ). §4. EXAMPLE
To have a comparison with the problem of regular resistance we conside a brick column made of different materials of the parts, subject to an axial pressure. without loss of generality let the column consist of three parts, having different cross sections and made of different materials ( fig. 3 ). According to the standard of structure of brick-stones. [7, 8] where
N<[N]
[N]=<pRF
[N] -the permisible equivalent longitudinal force <p -the coefficient of longitudinal bending F -the area of the sections.
According to the observation and measurement data, by the statistical streatment, we find for the laws of decreasing of the resistance capacify of the materials [5] . The problem of optimal structure design and iterative method of solution presented in this article can be applied to a wide class of problems. The procedure in fig. 1 presents only the blocks of computation, in· the concrete problem, each block of computation will become a concrete subprogram. To illustrate for procedure in fig. 1 , some problems are solved on computer in [5] .
